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I 

Professor Bernhard Karlgren classified those nmes into the following three 
types which appear in both the third and the fourth divisions of the rime tableY 

(a) The rimes belonging to both the third and the fourth divisions at the 

same time: *:fi~fil · iHIJ=l=HW • 3Z.Jiii: · fl~~~ • Zl.t.~ · fe~(~1fE~ · ~ 
-~ · ~ · il'.1/ii!O~ · i~*1$1~ij · 1ilijijfi@l · qlJ1J,3J'E • fi!Mc.~ffi.i • ~ilf~~ · W 
~~}J=g .. ::t-lf~ . ~~ic,*:!t . IUJ~B~ . ~tztm~l-

(/3) The rimes belonging exclusively to the third division: 1~~* • WI • /17( 

•ffl~-~~~~-~~•fl·~~~m-ftm~~ 
(r) The rimes belonging exclusively to the fourth division: ~~- • A:liv'c 

i,;m • -~~, . w®~~ . ~1/,WJ~J • ~~*~'llti. 
The definitions given by Karlgren to each of these three types are different 

from those given here, but it will be much easier for us, who are accustomed 
to consult with the Yun-king i'm~, to comprehend the matter with our definitions. 
While in the fan-ch'ieh of the Kuang-yiln the characters of the rime tung ftf[ 
are divided into two groups, those of the I division, on the one hand, and those 
of the II, III and IV divisions, on the other, we mean only the latter by the 
rime tung in the above list. The same holds good with the rimes tung I, 
sung ~' and wu !.¥_. By the rime ma jfc in the list are meant only the characters 
of the third and the fourth divisions, while in the Kuang-yiln the rime has 
two groups, those of the II division as well as those of the III and the IV divisions. 
The same holds good with the rimes ma .~ and ma %,I. In the same way, the 
rime keng ~ in the list represents the words of the III division (including 1:. 
and ~ of the II division), whereas the characters of the rime keng are grouped 
into two, those of the II division (except 1:. and ~) and those of the III division 
(including 1:. and ~). The rimes keng ~' ching iX and mo ~a are to be treated 
in the same way. Besides, the rimes of the types a and /3 may include characters 
of the initial category " ch'ih-yin" ~W of the II division not only in case of the 
rimes tung * and keng ~' but in general. 

In the fan-ch'ieh of the Kuang-yiln the characters used to indicate the initials 

pang ,t, p'ang i''.%, ping 31:t, ming ~' kien ~' k'i ~' i ~ii, hsiao ~ and lai * are 

1) Etudes sur la phonologie chinoise, p. 625-626. 
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classified into two groups. In principle the first group of characters is employed 
in indicating the initials of the words belonging to the rimes of the I and the 
II divisions and those of the type r, while the second group is used for indicating 
the initials of the characters belonging to the rimes of the types a and /32). 

According to Karlgren, the rimes of the three types a, {3 and r are considered 
to have had a medial i in the period of the Ch'ieh-yun t)]~. Karlgren ex
plained the nature of the medial in the rimes of these three types as follows : 

In Sino-Korean, the characters of guttural and laryngal initials of the a 
type show forms without any medial: e. g. 19: k=m ( 11.U), 14 k:=m 01), ff Jn (Ji), 
{i~ ku:=m ( 11.U), ffi/E ku:::in (ffl), ~~{,f ku:m (r-tl), 1§,x bm (1~), 15ft h:::im (~), .~ h:::im 
(ft) ; in the same way, those of the type /3: e. g. §' :::in (51:), jlc h:::in (51:), ;yt bn 
(fi), ~~ h:::in (D), 51:)]{vffi u:::in (51:), @'.ll.'@: hu:::in (51:), #itifJ ku:::in (JM), !~ mn (JM), 
fitt :::im (!tt), 1'.~ k:::im (,fff&), 7( k:::im (Jt), and others; while the words of the type 
r show forms with a medial i: e. g. ~~*~ ki:::in (Jt), 1if]: i:::in (Jt), ~t~tg hi:::in (Jt), 
M hi:m (i1c), Jl ki:m (~), ?ij. i:::in (~), ifrJW?. hi:::in (~), ¼}~ hi:::in (5t:), '®:fit ki:::im 
(~), ~ hi:::im o;i), ~ ki:::im (~), and others. From these examples the medial 
i element (element intercalaire palatal) of the type r rimes is assumed to be 
stronger than that of the rimes of the a type or of the fJ type. In other words, 
the i element of the r type rimes is supposed to have been an "i vocalique ", 
while that of the a type or of the f) type is an "i consonantique ". 

What Karlgren really means by the expressions "vocalique" and "conso
nantique ", we are not certain, as he has not giveh a clear definition. What he 
calls "vocalique" cannot be a syllabic in this case and what he calls "consonanti
que" must not be a fricative, for it is distinguished from j. Both i must have 
been. an i, neither syllabic nor fricative. Judging from his observation that 
the nature of i of the " i vocalique" was stronger than that of the " i conso
nantique ", he must have supposed that the "i consonantique" was a so-called 
"gliding" sound, while the "i vocalique" was a so-called "held" sound. 3) 

That the rimes of the type r had a certain feature, distinguished from 
those of the type a or of the type /3 is presumable in regard to the problem 
of the characters for the initials pang, p'ang, ping, etc., discussed above. This 
might lead us to approve Karlgren's .theory that the medial of the type r was 
an i, whereas that of the type a or of the type /3 was an j. 

The instances adduced by him as evidences, however, are in not a few 
cases doubtful. All the Sino-Korean examples of the a type quoted by him 
are the characters of the III division. In the rimes of the a type, however, are 
included the characters of the IV division. The three characters ;ii, *'~' ~ti·, that 

2) The initial lzsia [i! is used only for the first group and the initial k'un 1;r- only for 
the second group. 

3) Walter Ripman, Elements of Phonetics (8th edition), Section 87. 
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he remarked as "exceptions" in the foot-note, belong to the IV division in the 
Yun-king and therefore they should not be treated as "exceptions ", even though 
they are few in number. Among these three the character nf ($If) is located in 
the III division in the Ch'i-yin-lueh -twni. In fact it is certainly unreasonable 
to locate this in the IV division, as the IV division is to be filled with the rime 
i~ and the character nf (&It), spelled as *f{tt)J, belongs to the rime ~- But it 
can not be considered as a mere coincidence by accident that the character is 
placed in the IV division in the K yoroku ~fff edition of the Yun-king, on the 
one hand, and that the Sino-Korean value of~~- is ki:;im in the dictionaries such 
as the Kyu-chang-chon-un *~½n, the ChrJn-un-ok-p'yon, ~n:::Js.• and the like, on 
the other hand. The character tlf (~~-) may have had another value to be ascribed 
to the IV division. Not only these three characters, but also characters of the 
guttural and laryngal initials belonging to the IV division of the a type such 
as ~J[, ki:m (r. 1ilI), ~ ki:;in (r. fl), l& i:;in (r. 1ilI), :J'UI: i:;il (r. ff), filj hi:m (r. 1ili), 
ii¥ i:m (r. 1~1), {~ ki;;>l (r. @$), '/'Jt i:;il (r. @$), Jli3( i:;im (r. M), !ifl i;;>m (r. _iii), /_il 
i:;ip (r. ¥), * i;;>p (r. *), etc. show all of them forms with a medial in Sino
Korean. As a matter of course we cannot lay aside such numerous examples 
simply as "exceptio~s ". 

The fact that the character Bt has the Sino-Korean value k;;>n, whereas it 
is located in the IV division in the K yoroku edition of the Yun-king, requires 
explanation. It is not found in the Ch'i-yin-lueh. Besides, this character is not 
found also in the editions by Shimpan fg~! and of Kakitsu Jfef, according to 
the lnkyoko nli'.~. It is natural to discover it nowhere in the tables of the Yun
king, when we find that the texts of Fragment No. 3 of the Ch'ieh-yun, pub
lished by Wang Kuo-wei .:£~Mt, of the revised version of the Ch'ieh-yun by 
Wang Jen-hsu .:EC~,W and of the Kuang-yun, do not set up an independent 
section for this character and place it under the character ~.Z: (with the fan-ch'ieh 

I 

*~Bz or *~t)J). It is due to the error on the part of the Kyoroku edition. 
Further, it is natural that the character ~ is placed in the III division in the 
Yun-king, as it is spelled as rMltJJ in the Kuang-Jun. Then we might expect 
the value ::;im in Sino-Korean, but in reality the Sino-Korean form is i::;im. This 
is certainly a problem to be investigated. In the revised version of the Ch'ieh
yun by Wang Jen-hsu this character appears twice, namely in the rime t~ of 
p'ing sheng (r};!iffi or ti~BO and in the rime M of k'u sheng (.L'-)Wi;Bz or -J·~ 
Bz) and it is noted with the fan-ch'ieh r};!i.lt or ~~Bz under the same character 
in Fragment No. 3 in the rime i!- If the Sino-Korean form i;;>m corresponds to 
the value represented by the fan-ch'ieh ~JitBz or ti~Bz (in either case it belongs 
to the IV division of the initial yu Pra«), the question will at once be solved. 

In Sino-Korean the characters of the III division are reflected with forms of 
no medial, while those of the IV division show forms having a medial. This is 
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the principle that holds good in all cases except the groups hsiao ~y: and keng 
~. It is a grave error committed by Karlgren that he overlooked the distinc
tion which is found between the III and IV divisions of characters of guttural 
and laryngal, those of the III division giving forms without a medial and those 
of the IV division indicating forms with a medial. 

In Ancient Chinese, among the a type rimes, the medial of the charac
ters of guttural and laryngal initials belonging to the III division seems to have 
been weaker in its palatalized nature than that of the characters belonging to 
the IV division. The medial of the III division was probably a sound near to 
-I- against that of the IV division, which was a pure -j-. This, however, holds 
good of characters of gutturals and laryngals. I will not insist upon the 
distinction even in case of those of dental stops, or palatal, supradental, affricates, 
and fricatives. Further, the modern Sino-Korean is supposed to be based on 
the standard pronunciation of K'ai-feng 1#.1!:t in the 10th century.4)b) In Chinese 
at that time the distinction between the rimes of the IV division of the a type 
and those of the r type was already lost. The distinction did not exist already 
in the fan-ch'ieh of the 1-ch'ieh-king-yin-i ~-l:;)]ff~1f~ by Hui-lin ~~t which is 
supposed to reflect the standard pronunciation of Ch'ang-an in the middle of 
the T'ang dynasty. 5l 

Hitherto we have examined the problem exclusively from the Ch'i-yin-lueh 
and the Yun-king. The problem of divisions is the same in the Ch'ieh-yiln
chih-chang-t'u -1:;]Jfilft~~f@I and the Ch'ieh-yiln-chih-nan -1:;JJil:tllitf. Either in the 
Chih-chang-t'u or in the Chih-nan the character ~ is not found in tables and the 
character ~ is located in the III division. As to the character @:{f mD, it is 
placed in the III division, while the character ~ is located in the IV division 
in the Chih-chang-t'u in the same way as in the Ch'i-yin-lileh.6) On the contrary, 
in the Chih-nan there is not found the character ~ and instead the character 
~ is in the III division of the initial k'iln, while the column of the IV division 
of the initial k'iln is blank. This contradiction is only apparent, for the character 
~ had two values, :§~-1:;)J and :e•t)J, the latter of which was adopted in the 
Ch'i-yin-lueh and the Chih-chang-t'u, and the former of which was registered in 
the Chih-nan. 

* * * 

4) Cf. my article "On Sino-Korean." 
5) Cf. Huang Ts'ui-po '.l:l-¥18, Studies on the Fan-ch'ieh of the 1-ch'ieh-king-yin-i --l:;IJ~ 

~~ by Hui-lin ~3;t~ (~3)j;j;--l:;l]mfil~~lx.-l:;l]jjz). 
6) In the Ch'i-yin-lueh the character :Ti is located in the III division of the initial k'un of 

the table No. 31 (wai), the character ~ in the IV div. of the initial k'un of the table 
No. 32 (wai), but in the Chih-chang-t'u the two characters are found in Table 5. 
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Now each fan-ch'ieh of the Cli'"ieh-yun and the Kuang-yun must represent 
a separate sound, wheji we consider it from its proper function. In the Kuang-
yun, however, there are several pairs of fan-ch'ieh which appear to indicate 
identical sounds, for the upper character of each pair indicates the same category 
of initial and the lower character belongs to the same rime. Let us quote the 
examples in the following way: 

(I) ~1/z CJxfitJJ) Jt (~3zt)J) both xtJt IM.J Cl 1ifr.l: 
(2) El ( rq: fit)]) ~i crt~tJJ) II II II ~-BJ: 
(3) ~ C~UtJJ) ?~ (:§3zt)J) II II II llffr.l: 
(4) ~ (ft"fit)J) ~ (,w3zt)J) II II II ~e 
(5) fJJi; (J@~t)J) ~ C@nJtJJ) II II 15 □ Je.fr.l: 
(6) 11 (~~t)J) JJJ (¾ftt)J) II II II ~ft/: 

(7) ]'JrI_ (m:~t)J) [ll (§t;lijt)J) II II II Vi·8: 
(8) 1EE (fi~t)J) 1$ (#~t)J) II ti~, II ~--ff]: 

(9) J/!l. . (~ft-[:;JJ) c.1-~ J:Jt' (~~~t)J) II II II lsfr.l: 
(10) 1i C 6£1ttJJ) ~~ ({l{i/.t)J) II II II ~-Bj: 

(11) ft CS:ZJttv) rflij C*-ftJ~~tJJ) II II II ~j·8: 
(12) We: (~~t)J) Rt (li11t¾JJ) II II II ~-8: 
(13) ffil (:ff!z~t)J) Jf (~~t)J) II 1ltEI [fr~ Cl ,W-B;J: 
(14) 1/yj'. Ct.&:~t)J) ~ 

~ (~~~t)J) I II II II 1i§J£J: 
(15) ~ (Zp~t)J) ~ (roJ~~tJJ) II II II ~$: 
(16) 1f . (J@~t)J) ~. cm~tJJ) II II II ~-8: 
(17) ~ (g~p~t)J) ~ (¾=&t]) II II II ~HJ 
(18) 1rtr (:Jn~t)J) ~~ (~~~t)J) II II II ~fr.I: 

(19) ~ (IDe;~t)J) 91Jl Ut~tJJ) II II 15 □ Jl-B;i: 
(20) ~ (1/4'~-!::JJ) ~ (~~t)J) II II II ~fr.I: 

(21) Siu 
::c.X 03L~t)]) ji (A?f~t)J) II ittEI II ~a 

(22) i@ (~ilitJJ) ~ (*ilit]) ent}~~!cfl~~hame n~tJt II llf-B;r 
(23) tf~ cgmtJJ) ~ Cm~tJJ) both g~ II Ji-BJ: 
(24) ®:~ (~iji;ftt)J) ~ (3jt~t)J) II II II llf-B;r 
(25) ff!½ C~PltJJ) m: (i:,~t)J) II ~tEI l~i::r ,we 
(26) 11- (~,fJffit)J) flt (~}~t)J) II II II 1#-liJ: 
(27) 1Jrn (Zpff]½t)J) Jl (roi~tJJ) II II II ~BJ: 
(28) ml~ (Sf:!ff]½t)J) ~ (ffl~t)J) II II II BJ[.g:J: 
(29) ~ (:½;at)]) * G1afUtJJ) II II II ~-S: 
(30) ftJ!! (~1ftt)J) * niHJ¾JJ) II II 15 □ Jta 
(31) [I (33t1ftt)J) ,1, C**tJJ) II II II llft}J 
(32) ~ (§f1ftt)J) §~j C-w*tJJ) iifr1 (.)(*t)J) II Pia 
(33) jlj (41JUtJJ) ~ cm~tJJ) II ~:gji M □ ~fr.J: 
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(34) i~~ Off rl1tJJ) ~ (£,WttJJ) II ~1Ji II ~-£;!: 

(35) ~ cr1 rjJtJ]) ii Of~tJJ) II II II ]fz.ff]: 

(36) IR; (~rjJtJ]) E!; (5ffi~~tJJ) II II II Ejj-B;J: 

(37) M- (1J~ rjJtJJ) [lg (~~tJ]) II II II :l13BJ: 
(38) -+t-,. 

~ (~J.JtJJ) !l!t (~~ptJJ) II ~:gji II ~BJ: 
(39) * C-1[~ W tJJ) £, c1z1=1.atJJ) II WtJi I I ,W-BJ: 
(40) 583 CmWtJJ) MIS (ITT1~£,t)J) II II II ]fz.-/j;j: 

(4J) w (~:l:tJJ) '.fil: (~~HJJ) II II II l:lJlffl: 
(42) Ji (,@Z:,t)J) -±: CJEWtJJ) II II II J=l BJ: t:l 

(43) G C1*:~JHJJ) (~~tJ]) II II II :~·$: 
(44) )¥r (~GtJJ) Mc crtatJJ) II II II TT;i-8: 
(45) PJi (~1~tJJ) Mt (~~t)J) II 1wtJi 'Er Cl JJB;J: 
(46) !!I (*~tJJ) ~ OfittJJ) II 3ffl:gji II fr-fr.]: 
(47) ~ (,@fgtJ]) 1(,f! Ca:!'l-tm) II rltJi II J=l fr.I: 
(48) ~ (11 ,31jtJJ) ~ CtHIJtJJ) II lftJi &r~ Cl ,WBJ: 
(49) Pf (G~tJJ) f k (~'/ftt)J) II II 'Er Cl ~BJ: 
(50) ~ cmti~tJJ) ~ cm~tJJ) II WtJi &t] Cl ,W-8: 
(51) ffi (fft.tJJ) w,$ (5fiij~t)J) II II II EJF.jfr.]: 

(52) • (~~t)J) Iii (~~t)J) II II II 1~-B;J: 
(53) 55: (]~j~t)J) 1&1 (*~tJJ) II II II fr-BJ: [i5J 

(54) tix (~~tJJ) ~ (~'1-tm) II II II ~w. 
(55) ;jf_ cr~~tJJ) 1~ (111J,t)J) II I J,:gjl II ,WBJ: 
(56) ~ G~;jf_tJJ) -{,jfu if,r- OJJkiBtJJ) II II II 1~fr.l: 
(57) • (Zf1HJJ) tf rnn0tJJ) II II II ]fz_fr.]: 

(58) 'T. (~jttJJ) Ill (~1J,t)J) II II II tie 
(59) M (]§fHtJJ) -P:J; Gl~tJJ) II ~:gji II SJIBJ: 
(60) ~ (*Jfjt)J) ~ (:§~t)J) II II II f(:-B;J: 

(61) _fr. (~:h,ltJJ) •ltf (~1.'.ktJJ) II :::t;:n:o 13~ II ~fr.I: 
(62) ~ (~iz:tJJ) Hit (t~iHJJ) II ~:gji II ~ff]: El 

(63) 13 (~1lHJJ) :j::~: (1Jl;\t)J) II tJ!:~ II ~fr.I: 
(64) rff C:ei'tiftJJ) ®o¼ c:e t~ t)J) II ~$ II fr-BJ: 
(65) ~ (:k:~tJJ) ~ ( ~!!tJJ) II II II fjfr.]: 

(66) ffi (ii f:fttJJ) B~ (~~t)J) II IliJl II ~fr.I: 
(67) ~ ( :1Rf:fttJJ) • (~~!:;JJ) II II II fjfr.]: 
(68) 'I~ (~f&t~tJJ) Ix (1Jtlf[-tm) II l'fil:gjl II II 

(69) ~ (~ljlt]LtJJ) !.It (:tR~t)J) II ~:gji II II 

All these are the examples of the characters of labial, guttural, and laryngal 
initials, and 111 the rime tables, such as the Ch'i-yin-lueh, the Yun-king, the 
Ch'ieh-yiln-chih-chang-t'u and the Ch'ieh-yiln-chih-nan, the character quoted first in 
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each pair listed above is placed in the III division, while that quoted after in 

each pair in the IV division. But the examples of the initial yu are omitted, 

because it is a well known fact that the distinction between the III and IV 

divisions is in this case marked not by the lower character of a fan-ch'ieh, but 

by the upper character. Among the examples the characters ~ and * of the 

pair No, 22 have the identical fan-ch'ieh, though they belong to different sections 

in the same rime. On this fact Ch'en Li ~trl remarked, "* has the fan

ch'ieh t\H~., but in this rime there is already the character ;,~ which has also 

the same fan-ch'ieh. Therefore the fan-ch'ieh of the character ~ should not be 

**· But the Yil-p'ien ~~, the Lei-p'ien t:Jt'~ and the Chi-yiln ~!Ji have 

distinguished both of them in sound, which means that the confusion is not due 

to an error in the transmission of the text. I suppose that, as the character * 
had no character of the same rime, it was forced to borrow for its fan-ch'ieh the 

character ~ which is not of the same rime."7) When we look into the fragments 

of the Ch'ieh-yiln published by Wang Kuo-wei, we .find in Fragment No. 2 ~ 

as *ffiBz and ~ as *']ftBz, and in Fragment No. 3 ~ as *3-'iDZ and * as * 

']ftBz. In other words, these fragments clearly distinguish the two characters in 

fan-ch'ieh. 

Further, the character m belonging to the III division and to the initial 

pang ~ was not in the original of the Ch'ieh-yiln, as it is commented as 

"newly added" (ffi'::iw) in Fragment No. 3 (Rime '§'"). The character belongs 

to the rime~.,_ in the T'ang MSS. of the T'ang-yiln (1Ji Bz), the Commentary 

by Hsi.i K'ai 1~~i to the Shuo-wen wt)( (idem), the Commentary by Hsu Hslian 

1~il: to the Shuo-wen (~R t)J), the Kuang-yiln (1Bz1~t)J), while it is classified in 

the K' an-miu-pu-k'ileh-ch'ieh-yiln fU~trn~t)Jfj into the rime if6- (i. e. the rime ~B) 

and the fan-ch'ieh of the Ten-rei-ban-sho-mei-gi ~~i;-i;~;:g ~ (1Bz~Bz), the Ta

kuang-i-hui-yu-p'ien *•ft'lW:.E:fm (idem) and the Yin-i ~~ to the Tripitaka by 

H ui-lin ~~ for the character can be regarded as corresponding to the rime m. 
And in the Chi-yiln ~fill. the character ~ is found twice, in the rime fB (¥ 

1$:xt)J) and in the rime -g (~i t)J). If we follow the Kuang-yiln and adopt 

the fan-ch'ieh 1Bz1~t)J, its relation to the character t'$ spelt by £,ftt] is inter

preted as the contrast between k' ai ~ and ho ~. But if we classify it into the 

rime ~B, its relation to ,£1¥ is regarded as the contrast between the III division 

of the rime ~B and the IV division of the rime'§°, though it remains a problem 

how to interpret the relations between the fan-ch'ieh 1Ji Bz, ~Rt)] and £,ft 
Bz (-J:W). 

There are various opinions as to whether these pairs of fan-ch'ieh represent 

sounds different from each other or identical sounds. First, Ch'en Li supposed 

7) "~, *~W- JJ:ti~B~~+*ffi-fm. ~+:fi;x.*ffi-fmfu. ±.·· ~~- *f~, ~~~:f[r-/J 
W• Jt1J;f-p~~~:5J". ftJ)J~+~[r-/J~Zfffffi!w:, W~{t}l=J:f!rSJ~Zffi+11=·" (Wllffl::,g) 
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in many cases some difference in the pair of fan-ch'ieh, but in a few cases he 
regarded one of the pair as a character newly added to the text of the Ch'ieh
yiln. The characters that he thought as interpolations are as follows : 16 ~x, 17 
m, 18 i1, 33 t1J, 38 !lli, 46 W8, 48 ~, 55 1~, 58 IJJ, 61 'lit and 64 ®--D½- In the 
pair 32 he supposed {ah as " added". Now when we examine the fragments of 
the Ch'ieh-yiln (only Fragment 3 can be taken into consideration in this case), 
the character fil is not found in the rime 1J,, hence it may be an interpolation 
but ~ and ½if are attested. The rime ::t has not the character 'Mt, but we find 
its variant •[ij with the fan-ch'ieh ¾~B(. In the rime 1J,, * and~ have inde
pendent headings (tl §) in the Kuang-yiln, while the Ch'ieh-yiln has not divided 
them into two and described in the following way: 

jf 1]',lx~ i!li * jf1}1,lx=: :r~ 
Here attention should be paid to the fact the fan-ch'ieh jf 1J, and jf1)1 are treated 
as representing separate sounds. We know, however, nothing of the characters 
Jx·Ji!· ~·{lm •jlJ •mi, as the fragments have not the volume of k'u-sheng. And 
we can not assert the existence of the character ®al:, as the part of the rime ~ 
in the volume Zp-~T is not preserved in perfect condition. Except these cases 
supposed as interpolations, Ch'en Li considered without doubt these pairs of 
fan~ch'ieh as representing separate sounds. Dr. Oya *!R. also said, "Though 
both of the pair indicate similar sound (iqj1fr) so that both of them can be placed 
in the III division, there may have been a slight difference in the degree of the 
aperture of the mouth (7:J:/Jffi) so that they could not be considered to be entirely 
identical when one compared them in reality ".8) Thus he, too, approved the 
existence of a phonological difference between the pairs of the fan-ch'ieh. 

On the contrary, Karlgren concluded without any reason that these pairs 
of fan-ch'ieh indicate identical sounds.9) Mr. Hikojiro Takahata r§'J):fB~:Xfi!~, 
accepting Karlgren's theory, rejected the premise of Ch'en Li that characters of 
the same heading (~ §) in a rime represent different sounds, and declared that 
the establishing of different headings in spite of an identical sound was due to 
some reason, but not to any linguistic reason at least. 10) 

Against Takahata's theory, however, the commentary to the character * 
8) Cf. Oya, Inkyoko i~i:l~, (Studies on the Yiln-king) p. 189. 
9) In case of Gr. chen, as the distinction between the III and IV div. of gutturals and 

laryngals is very clear in Go-on, Sino-Korean, Fuchow, Swatow, etc., Karlgren justifies 
himself by stating an excuse in the foot-notes on p. 784 and on p. 872. I can not 
understand why he neglected the distinction between the III div. and the IV div. in 
his reconstruction of the system of the Ch'ieh-yii.n, though he knew the distinction in 
gutturals and laryngals in k'ai-k'ou of the group chih (cf. Etudes, p. 644), and why 
he concluded the value of the III div. and that of the IV div. as identical, while the 
Kuang-yii.n distinguished them by establishing separate headings. 

10) Takahata, "A Linguistic Study of Chinese," Geibun fi.::t Vol. 20, No. 12. 
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of the rime 1J, in Fragment 3 of the T'ang MSS. quoted above will be cited 
as a counter-evidence. In this respect we will try to compare the different 
editions of the Ch'ieh-yun, as there is an apparent discrepance between them. 
At first we see in Fragment 3 of the T'ang MSS. : 

Secondly, in the K'an-miu-pu-k'ueh-ch'ieh-yun by Wang Jen-hsu .:ECF:'iQ we find 

Thirdly, in the Kuang-yun 

0 fr. S_Jj fil3F }~fr. CT~) __,_ J:. 
~ 1T ~~ [$[9it)J[9 ~[p'j X :1=r 

0 1i!li tEBfl!fil:15 rlli~ ~*~§ i" 
;j:Jyy 

*i)ll .~ 
if-: I J ,~J][g if- ~FJf~ ** 

:,,r-: 
~ 

Among these· the fan-ch'ieh [~%\'i}t)J of the Kuang-yiln corresponds to the fan
ch'ieh h~R of the two other versions. Both of them are identical in sound. 
Therefore the difference between the· two rime dictionaries and the Kuang-yun 
lies after all in the fact that the Kuang-yun recognizes the only one sound 
represented by the fan-ch'ieh jj~fz for the character :£z, while the two rime 
dictionaries approve two sounds represented by the fan-ch'ieh 1f~Bz and JJiJ, 
Bz. Three of them coincide in the point that the character 11 had the fan-ch'ieh 
jj 1J,fz. The Ch'i-yin-lueh --tW~, the Ch'ieh-yun-chih-chang-t'u tJJ~t~~flffl, and 
the Ch'ieh-yiln-chih-nan t)]~:j'\§~ place the character :£z in the III division and the 
character :rj in the IV division, and the Yun-king sets the character fr. in the 
III division and the character i" in the IV division. And since the characters 
~ and tl have the same sound, the four rime tables show essentially the same 
condition. But according to Karlgren and Takahata, these characters are of the 
same rime, -iau, not distinguishing the difference in division, as they belong to 
the rime ,J,. Hence both 1J%\'i}Bz and 1J ,J,Bz indicate the same sound pjiau . 
This view, however, is clearly in contradistinction with the intention of the 
compilers of the Ch'ieh-yiln, because the dictionary comments to the character 
fr. as "JJ,J,N.x1J~N." and thus clearly shows the difference in sound. 

Moreover, it is remarked in the Yen-shih-kia-hsun f],13;:~Wlf (Yin-tz'u-p'ien -W 
t:;;•) as follows; "Yu-fan ~FI is a jade produced in Lu w. It should be pro
nounced as fi~J, whereas in Kiang-nan 1Ti¥.f they pronounce like ~ of f.i)Jf-.. 
Ch'i-shan Jl~ili should be read as ~' whereas in Kiang-nan they read it like m~ 
of ffi$fflil;. After Kiang-ling yI~f fell [into the hands of the enemy], this sound 
spread over the district of Kuan-chung ~~i=p and they do not know how these 
two sounds have transmitted. As my learning is very shallow, I have never 
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heard it before."lD This description tells us that there was no doubt a real 
phonological distinction between the character lf Olf./iit]) belonging to the III 
division of the initial 1$, k'ai-k'ou, of the rime ;sz and the character ffi.[1; (:§3,zt]J) 
belonging to the IV division. 

II 

As about half of 69 pairs quoted above concern the rime group chih l.l::, let 
us investigate Group chih first. 

The distinction between the III and IV divisions of guttural and laryngal 
initials, k'ai-k'ou, of Group chih is the best kept in Sino-Korean. The initials 
kien Je,, k'i ~' k'un ff-III div. kii: IV div. ki; i %E, ying ~' yu Pf«-III div. Ii: 
IV div. i; hsiao Pi-nr hXi, hence the opposition of III div.-Ji: IV div.-i is very 
clear. This fact was noticed even by Karlgren12). 

In the words of the labial initials the distinction is best represented in 
Sino-Annamese : 

Table 4. K'ai-k'ou 

* {III div. 
x. IV div. 

in: {III div. 
"\I-" IV div. 

,_ {III div. 
~~ IV div. 

Table 5. Ho-k'ou 

* {III div. 
x IV div. 

zn:. {III div. 
11\1-" IV div. 

Table 6. K'ai-k'ou 

n1::1 {III div. 
1113 IV div. 

1==:. {III div. 
13 _IV div. 

;z;,:; {III div. 
± IV div. 

Jq!ti 

1$ ti 

Jt bi 
• ti 

t$t bi 

Mt ti 

I:, ti 

ff!½ bi 
~ ti 

~Bl bi Hz bi 
ft~? ~i ti ~I ji 

Nff.? ~l~ ti ~ nyi 

r/!Bl bi ·~~*bi 
• t'i ~ ti 

~ mi 

Em mi 

mJt ti 

tt? 
·?I,_? 1im bi ;~ mi 
Jfti t'i :l. ti ~ mi 

11) ":1:~t1~zW1• ~:w~rJ. 1Ii¥.i~:wn1mzrJ. tl!Ylw- ~fr~1§t. 1Ii¥.i~Pf-~jji111w~zw~-
1I~~~r~- JJ:t:w11!£~l'MJji:r. ::f~p-=:~frir?Jr*• tJ:13-~&JH~zmrr±'fl-m." 

12) Etudes, p. 644. 
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Table 7. Ho-k'ou 

w:1 {III div. ¥1.B fi ~6 fi 2E~ bi }§ fill 
1c1 IV div. 

b {III div. ifilf~ bi gl? ~ fi ~ fill s IV div. 

Table 10. Ho-k'ou 

'':& {III div. 
f7.r: IV div. 

3I'° fi ~1~ fi RB p'i 1Jl& vi 

w {III div. 
=1:; IV div. 

!ill[ fi ~ fi Hrtt? ~ vi 

* {III div. i9t~ fi • fi :JJr fi * vi " IV div. 

The above is the results of the investigation of the characters appearing in the 
tables of the Yun-king according to the Dictionary by Giles. The mark ? means 
a character not found in the dictionary. The mark * indicates those not found 
in the dictionary, so replaced by another character of the same heading in the 
Kuang-_yun. The character 11~ is found in the dictionary, but its Sino-Annamese 
value bi is perhaps not the sound for the fan-ch'ieh IZfx-~, i. e. p'ing sheng, 
IV div., initial p'ang of Table 4, but the sound for the fan-ch'ieh !ixill~, or 121 
x-!fil, or 1qjf~tJJ (all of them belong to the III div.), therefore I have not adopted 
it here. And the character tt has Sino-Annamese value ten which corresponds 
to the sound in -n of shang sheng, IV div., init. ping of Table 17, but not the 
sound for shang sheng, IV div., init. ping, Table 6. Therefore I have placed 
the mark ? here also. The ny- in the transcriptions of Giles probably represents 
[J1J. As to Giles' j Maspero says: " .... l'annamite rend toujours cette initiale 
par une consonne dont la prononciation varie suivant les dialectes (y en Cochin
chine, z au Tonkin, dY a Ha-tinh, etc.), mais qui clans l'orthographe officielle 
est toujours ecrite d." (Maspero, Etudes sur la phonetique historique de la langue 
annamite, BEFEO, 1912, p. 68) 

When we iook through -the list above, we find that we have labials such 
as p', b, m, f, v always in the case of the III division, while dentals such as t, 
t', j, ny always in the case of the IV division. In other words, the labials of 
Ancient Chinese have become dentals exclusively in the latter case. We can find 
such examples as changed labials into dentals in Luchuan dialects of Japanese 
and regard them as the results of palatalization. For examples: in the dialect 
of Kunisaki ]FJJ!ffi, tiruma "noon" ( < *piruma), dadi "ashes" ( < *dabi), i3ini 
" fountain" ( < *izumi), and others. Now, in Sino-Annamese the dentalization 
of labials of Group chih is restricted to the case of the_ IV division and in the 
case of the III division labials remain unchanged. Accordingly, we suppose that 
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p'i, bi, mi, etc. m Sino-Annamese are not as they were formerly and there may 

have been a non-palatal element immediately after an initial consonant which 

disturbed the palatalization of the initial at first. Thus if we suppose there was 

in Ancient Chinese the distinction between the III division 1i: the IV division i 

which has been maintained in the words of guttural and labial initials in 

Sino-Korean, the Sino-Annamese forms can be explained very well. 

Now the character jl5!~, being a character belonging to the IV division of 

k'ai-k'ou, should have had a dental initial in Sino-Annamese. Nevertheless it 

has kept the labial initial m. This anomaly, however, is not particular to Sino

Annamese. It is identical in sound with §~ belonging to the III division, ho

k'ou, in all the 22 modern Chinese dialects collected by Karlgren.13) 

To conclude, in Ancient Chinese the rimes of the III and IV divisions with 

labial, guttural, and laryngal initials seem to have been distinguished in the 

following way: 

~ Ji EV ~ nITT< g,; '7U 

III division p!i k!i ?"' . !l xii 1i 
IV division pi ki ?' . 1 ji 

Hitherto I have treated Group chih and from now on I will consider the 

rimes of Group chen ~- The rimes of the group belonging to the II, III and 

IV divisions are divided into two; namely, the rimes chen _!lt and chun and 

the like, which are registered in Table 17 and Table 18 with k'ai-k'ou and ho

k' ou in contrast, on the one hand, and the rimes hsin fVi'. and wen ;7_ and the 

like, which are registered in Table 19 and Table 20 with k' ai- and ho-k' ou op

position, on the other. These two were merged in one already in the fan-ch'ieh 

of Hui-lin's Yin-i to the Tripitaka. The rime chen 13ft was originally a part of 

the rime chen ~- Lii Ching g~ of the Chin ~ dynasty, Yang Hsiu-chih ~i 
1*Z and Tu T'ai-k'ing tH!HP of the Northern Wei dynasty did not distinguish 

it from the rime chen _rl'.. In the fan-ch'ieh of Hui-lin's Yin-i, too, it has rime 

characters in common with the rimes chen _ilt and hsin !v{, and in Kan-on also 

it shows the final -in just as in the rime chen _rl'.. That Lu Fa-yen ~ii:i~~ 
distinguished the rime chen ~ from the rime chen Jl'. was entirely due to the 

theory of Hsia-hou Yung g[1*t1]1. of the South. 14) Consequently, when we 

consider the northern pronunciation of the periods of Suei and T'ang, it may 

be reasonable to assume that the rime chen ~~ corresponded to the II division 

of the ch'ih initial TitHl of the rime chen ~-

13) Cf. Etudes, p. 724, foot-note. For example, 1t 1s not mi, but mei in Pekinese. And 
it is not mi, but me in Shanghai and mui in Swatow. 

14) Cf, K'an-miu-pu-k'ueh-ch'ich-yun f!J~tmf!Vc-w.Jtl~ by Wang Jen-hsi.i It.~~. 
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Now the distinction between the III and IV divisions in labials, gutturals 
and laryngals of the rimes registered in the tables of the chen _iX group is 
maintained also in Sino-Korean and Sino-Annamese. In Go-on also it is found 
and even in the modern Chinese dialects, such as in Fuchow and Swatow, we 
can discover the distinction. 

First, when we examine the tables of k'ai-k'ou, Table 17 and Table 19, we 
find in Sino-Korean kin or km in the III div. of the initials, kien, k'i and k'un 
(in ju-sheng ki:l or k81), kin in the IV div. (ju-sheng kil); :in in the III div. of 
the initials i, ying (Ju-sheng '.il), in in the div. (ju-sheng il) ; in in the IV div. 
of the init. yu (ju-sheng il) ; h'in in the III div. of the init. hsiao (ju-sheng hil), 
hil in the ju-sheng of the IV. div. Thus the distinction between the III and 
IV divisions appears to be like a difference of the principal vowel. In Go-on 
we have -on (-otsu) in the III division of gutturals and laryngals and -in (-ichi, 
-itsu) in the IV division. 

Secondly, according to the dictionary of Karlgren, gutturals and laryngals 
of the two tables are represented in Fuchow as follows :15) 

III division (_!X) 

crrx) 

IV division (if;t) 

rfJ kung, ff koung, ~ ngung 
lTJffi kiing, ~1i king, ~IT k'ung, 3.li. koung, rrx hung, 
.JfJ!m~fi ting 

~ king, ~Jltlil?~l::P ing, ~5/ ing 

So except the character fl the opposition of the III division to the IV division 
is kept as the difference of principal vowel. In case of ju-sheng, however, this 
distinction is not clear.16) 

III division (W) Zi aik, 

(~) tt ngaik, -z: k'oilk, ~ ngaik 
IV division ( W) t:f kaik, ~ aik, sio ~ ik 

Again, in Swatow17): 

III division (it() rjJ kin, 11 kin, ~ ngfo 
(!&) Fr1!11~l k:in, ~~IT k'1n, 3li kin, fi~ hin, )f¾'.fl in, hin, ~i in, 

;Ai in 

IV division (~) ~1 kin, 1R! j:JIH!W~ l::P in, j[ 5 I in 

Thus, apart from the only exception of )jj;i, the opposition of the III and IV 
divisions· is preserved as the difference of principal vowel. In case of ju-sheng 
this distinction is not clear.18) 

15) op. cit., p. 783-787. 
16) op. cit., p. 872-874. 
17) op. cit., p. 783-787. 
18) op. cit., p. 872-874. 
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III division (W) Z:, it 

(:it:) ~r; ngit, -z:r k'it, :it: hit, ng'it 

IV division (J.D a kit, ~ it, tsak jig it 

In Sino-Annamese the distinction appears in labials, as m Group chih. First, 

in Table 17. 

~ {III div. i~~ ben r,4? ~ ben IIi men 
IV div. ~ ten ii ten ii ten a: jen 

~iit {III div. l~ men ,e.., 

IV div. 4t ten 1f jen 

i~TI.i• {III div. 
i]1;:; IV div. ii ten -~tL? 

{m· div. • but jBj bet ~( met 
~ 

.J 

IV div. &:- tet l2Ji tet ~~ bet ~ met 

There are two exceptions in ju-sheng, but as a whole, just as in case of Group 

chih, Ancient Chinese labials are preserved in the III division, while they have 

changed into dentals in the IV division. Both of Tables 18 and 19 have not 

labials. In the labials (dentilabials) of Table 20 the initials Jei ~P, Ju Jx and 

Jeng Zi~ are represented by f , and the initial wei 1½& by v. 

Summing up the facts discussed above, the III and IV divisions of the initials 

labial, guttural and laryngal, of the tables of the chen ~ group are supposed 

to be distinguished in Ancient Chinese in the following way: 

~~ ~ jj P.ffl ITf« 

{III div. ptm ki:m ?1:m x'i::m 
IV div. pi:m ki:m ?i:m x1:m ji,m 

{III div. pi~m ktm ?fan 
IV div. PfJn khm ?f:m xi:::it ji:::it 

III 

Now let us cast a glance over the rimes of the a type of other groups than 

chih and chen. 

In Sino-Korean the distinction between the III and IV divisions in the a 

type rimes appears everywhere in gutturals and laryngals. As stated in Chapter 

I, forms without any medial are found always in the III division, whereas 

forms with a medial always in the IV division. 19) 

19) The only exception is the hsiao ';{}J group, where both of them appear with a medial i. 
The reason will be discussed below. 
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Next, the results of 1he investigation of how the Ancient Chinese labials 

are reflected in Sino-Annamese in Giles' dictionary are as follows :20 ) 

First, in the rimes tung 31( -wu )~ of the t'ung ml group; for III div. e. g. 

1f moung; § muk; no example of the IV division. 

In the rime chi ~ of Group hsieh ~ no character belonging to the III 

division is found and the examples of the IV division are 11~ te, /~ te, ~ te, 

r* jue. 
In the rimes hsien 11D, hsien Ji, hsien rl, hsieh @f of Group shan 1-1.J the 

examples of the III div. are }~~ bien, 1f,~ bien, ¥tJ bien, 3E mien; lffi* biet, 3~ 
biet ; ~ bien, . -r tien ; 

the examples of the IV division are 

i~~ tien, ~ t'ien, 19! tien, 1/lm mien; :rffii bien, i:f bien, too mien; 1+i bien, ml~ 
bien, ~ tien, rnf jien ; Jt biet, ~ biet, j~ jiet. 

In the rimes hsiao 1Ii, hsiao 1J, and hsiao ~ of Group hsiao 3A.:;Z the examples 

of the III division are 

~ bieu, ii* fieu, ffi mieu ; * bieu, ~ bieu, iii~ bieu ; Jilt0 mieu ; 

the examples of the IV division are 

M tieu, fieu, ffl bieu, !l!~? ; 11 tieu, *I tieu, fieu, tf bieu, HY jieu ; 1! bieu, 

flj fieu, bieu, ,~ fieu, frJ' jieu. 

In the rime of Group chia 1~ there is no III division and the example of 

the IV division is -l:Ji mak, me. 

In the rimes ch'ing frlr, ching ·~, king ~}J, hsi m of Group keng t! there 

are the examples of the IV division (in the III div. Jg bik); j::~ ting, :'.fi jaing; 

~JI: ping, §i; ? ; Jij bing, ~ sing, (shing), 1~l ? ; ~:t jaing; f/$ bik, tik, 1WF tik, ffl1 
tik, fak. 21) 

In the rimes cheng *' cheng, m, chih ll of Group tseng it, the III div. 

examples are :1/ bang, ;1t bing, Jc bang, v'ing, Jc (already quoted); ~ bik, '[I* 

b:ik, ·[i fuk, ~ ? ; there is no IV div. character. 

In the rimes yu ]t, yu 1lf, of Group liu 1Jrt, ~t m'iu belongs to the III div., 

tf? belongs to the IV div. 

The rimes ch'in ~' ch'i tJ!I:, of Group shen if ; the III div. ~ bem, i:.flo fem, 

~t ?, ~\lj?; there is no IV div. 

The rimes yen ~' yen 3:J, yen • of Group hsien fiit; the III div. ~:E biem, 

~z biern; ~ biem; no IV div. 

In this way the distinction between the III and IV divisions is not so clear 

as in case of the groups chih and chen, and we can find labials even in the 

20) Here are quoted only bi-labials ][lg:W, for there is no problem about denti-labials $Ji!§ 
'W, the initial fei :3F, ju It, and Jeng ~ being represented by f and the initial wei fil& 
by v. 

21) As to ~' see Chapter I. 
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IV div. Nonetheless, seeing that 22 out of 23 dentalized examples belong to 
the IV division, it is safe to say that it is only in case of the IV div. that the 
labials of the IV div. changed into dentals in Sino-Annamese. On the other 
hand, only 15 among 37 examples of the IV rl.iv. do not show dentals. In 
other words, a greater part of the characters of the IV div. of the a type 
rimes with labial initials were dentalized. 

If we take the groups chih and chen into consideration, 46 out of 47 examples 
of dentalization belong to the IV div. And among 64 examples of the IV div. 
only 18 (less than 30 % ) do not show dentalization. In short, more than 70 % 
of the characters of the IV div. of the a type dentalized their labial initials. 

Summing up what we hav~ discussed above, it is supposed that in Ancient 
Chinese the medial element of the III division was! against the medial element 

of the IV div. Thus, 

(Gr. chih) III -Ii IV -1 

(Gr. hsien) II -1ei II -iei 
(Gr. chen) II +m, -j;;it II -!;;in, -i;;it 
(Gr. shan) II -!en, -iet II -1-en, -iet 
(Gr. hsiao) II -1eu II -!eU 
(Gr. ching) II -!ek I I -ieng, -iek 
(Gr. liu) II -~;;JU II -9u 
(Gr. shen) II -1:;im, -%;;ip I I -i;;im, -i;:)P 
(Gr. hsien) II -Iem, -Iep II -iem, -iep 

And the distinction between the III and IV divisions is reflected in Sino
Annamese in case of labials. The labials of Ancient Chinese are preserved in 
general before 1 while they changed in many instances into dentals before !· 

In Sino-Korean the distinction is clearly reflected in case of guttural and 
laryngal initials. Thus, generally speaking, the III division is represented by 
forms without a medial and the IV division shows forms with the medial i. 
Only Gr. hsiao shows the final -io both III and IV divisions. I suppose that 
the i of -io might represent the vowel e of the Chinese original -ieu, -ieu.22

) 

In Gr. chen -J;m, -pt are represented by -'in, -'il (or -;;in, -Gl), -i;;in, -i;;it by -in, -il. 
By analogy of this also in Gr. shen, whereas -f;=lm, -!dP are represented by -'im, 
-ip, -i;;im, -i;:)P might be expected to be represented by -im, -ip, which is not 
the case. 'l'i! 'im, (init. ying, IV div.), 1~ :im (init. yu, IV div.), t~: :ip (init. ying, 
IV div.). So -i;;im, •-i;;ip are represented by -:im, -:ip in the same way as in -I;;im, 
-I:;ip.23

) This is probably due to the influence of the finals -m, -p. 

22) Cf. my article, "On Sino-Korean", (Collected papers, p. 323). 
23) These are the instances of guttural and laryngal initials. 
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The distiction between the III and IV divisions in case of labials is not 

preserved in Sino-Korean. Therefore, while forms with the medial i appear in 

both III and IV divisions in case of bilabials, the initial ming of the characters 

which belong to the same rime shows forms without i just like those with 

dentilabial initials. We find forms without i always in the dentilabials, but 

only the rime fei rJ(i_ shows forms with i. And in Gr. chen the III division with 

labial initials is represented by -in, just as i{; pin, ~ pin, ll'c min. By analogy 

to this fact the form -im might be expected also in Gr. shen. But this is not 

the case. It is represented by the form -'im, just as in m ph'im, i:Pi:r ph'im. 

This, too, is due to the influence of the final -m. The characters of labial initials 

of Gr. chih however, show a simple -i both in the III and IV divisions and the 

labials of Gr. tseng (all belong to the III division) show the finals -ing, -ik (-i;;ik). 

As to the behavior of the medial i Sino-Japanese Go-on coincides in many 

cases with Sino-Korean. The principal reason~ is considered to be due to the 

fact that Go-on was imported to our country through Korea and that consequently 

the Chinese original pronunciation was transmitted in the form adapted to the 

phonetic system of Korean which is abound in neutral vowels, either syllabic 

or non-syllabic.c) 

With the remarks above we have finished the argument concerning the 

nature of the medial of the words of labial, guttural and laryngal initials of 

the a type rimes. What I shall state in the following will concern (1) the 

nature of medial i in the words of dental and affricates and fricatives of the a 

type rimes, (2) the nature of medial in the (3 type rimes, (3) the nature of the 

rimes of the r type and ( 4) the relations of the three lines a, ya, and wa of 

Japanese syllabary and the divisions, and so on. 

IV 

As stated above, in Ancient Chinese the medial element of the III division 

of labial, guttural and laryngal initials of the a type rimes was a non-palatal r, 
while that of the IV division was a palatal !· In the fan-ch'ieh of the 1-ch'ieh

king-yin-i by Hui-lin there is a strong tendency to discriminate these two kinds 

of the characters for indicating the rime in the words of labial, guttural and 

laryngal initials.d) Moreover, in the Ta-t' ang-hsi-yil-ki *lfifiz!iJ~sc Chinese 

characters, labial, guttural and laryngal of the chih group, for transcribing San

scrit vowels i, i are J:t, l.f-., ~' 5~, X'~, El, ff~ tf, 1j1·, etc., all of which are of 

the IV division and there is no character of the III division. This is an 

evidence demonstrating that the hypothesis of the medial of the III div. -Ii: 
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the IV div. -i stated in the Chapters II and III is valid. 
Then how about the words of the initial category ch'ih-yin -~T1:f? There is 

no room for doubting Karlgren's theory about the initial consonants of the 
categories. cheng-ch'ih-yin IE'@lW and hsi-cheng-ch'ih-yin imIET~iW that the conso
nants of the II division were cerebrals, while those of the III division were 
palatals, when we infer from the Chinese transcriptions of Sanscrit. When we 
consider the nature of the initials, the medial element following immediately after 
the initials of the II division is appropriately l and that after the III division i. 
Sino-Korean has in the k'ai-k'ou of Gr. chih ~ • fill, -,li, ~ -i, ffrfJ -a, in. the II 
division, and -i everywhere in the III div. Thus, admitting a few anomalies, 
we must pay our attention to the fact that the final -li appears in the II div., 
while the final -i everywhere in the III div. This condition ought to reflect 
the state of the Chinese original.0

) For instance, the Chinese original reading of 
the character 1JfJi of the III cliv. of the rime chih 3z (Sino-Korean si) was si, 
while that of the character S of the II div. of the same rime (Sino-Korean s'ii) 
was ~fi. This hypothesis is quite reasonable when we consider the relations of 
initial and rime. 

Sino-Korean is the reflection of the pronunciation of the dialect of K'ai-feng 
m the 10th century. It is supposed that in Northern Chinese at that time the 
medial element CL) after cerebral initials had been lost partially at least, except 
in case of the chih group. For instance, the ~16 for f;)f belonging to the II div. 
had already changed into ~o through the stage of ~6. 24) Therefore in Sino
Korean all the words of the II div. after cerebrals show forms without i. 
Against this those words which had palatal initials and probably had kept the 
medial element ! show entirely forms with i in Sino-Korean.25) In the Kan-on 
of the MS. of the Meng-k'iu ~:>lt text in the possession of the Sh6s6in JI.:ig~ 
and in the Tendai Kan-on XF:I!Ji:.rti~ which was based upon Northern Chinese 
at the end of the T'ang dynasty the II div. of the ch'ih-yin show forms without 

whilst the III div. forms with i. 
The sounds of the IV. div. of the ch'ih-yin are the so-called ch'ih-t'ou-yin 

'!lliTi=iJHf or hsi-ch'ih-t' ou-yin *lil~T11JiW, and the phonetic values of the initials are 
fixed to have been ts, ts', dz (or dz'), s and z. The words of the IV div. are 
represented in Sino-Korean generally with the medial i and consequently the 
medial in the original Chinese must have been a palatal i,26) 

In short, in case of the ch'ih-yin, the medial element of the rimes of the a 
type is supposed to have been l in the II div. and ! in the III and IV div. 
This assumption is quite favourable for the explanation of another fact. Prof. 

24) Cf. my article, " On Sino-Korean ". 
25) In case of Grs. chen and shen, however, we find some anomalies. 
26) As to the Sino-Korean a in case of Gr. chih, see p. 305 of the article cited above. 
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Karlgren supposed, when he argued about Archaic Chinese that the AC. ts, ts', 
dz', s (the ch'ih-yin of the IV div.) and the AC. t~, ti, c;lz', ~ (the ch'ih-yin of 
the II div.) were both of them derived from AC. ts, ts', dz', s. Only he 
could not explain the reason why the initial of Jl: t~iang had been cerebralized, 
while that of J!ZJ'. tsiang had not, even though they had been before the same 
element i-27) Now, when one follows our assumption, only the ts etc. im
mediately before the l had been cerebralized, and .the ts etc. before the i 
had remained unchanged, as IH: ts[ang > t~fang, ]11 tsjang > tsjang, and thus 
the difference of conditions can be very clearly explained. 28'n 

As to the pan-ch'ih-yin ~j:'!·[il:rW, as it is always used for transcribing Sanscrit 
palatals, j, ft, its initial is supposed to have been palatal, and Sino-Korean shows 
the same behaviour as in case of the III div. of the cheng-ch'ih-yin, for Sino
Korean has always the medial i. Therefore, the medial element is supposed ot 
have been a palatal i just as in the III div. of the cheng-ch'ih-yin. 

The III div. of the she-yin %:W and the pan-she-yin ~'aW shows generally 
the medial i. 29) Now, the traditional phonologists transmitted several methods 
of explaining fan-ch'ieh, and among them there was one method which was 
called "Kuang-t'ung-men-fa 1&-i~.r~·1t ". In the Ch'ieh-yiln-chih-nan it is said, 
"Kuang-t'ung fljm is related to the initials, Ye, • ~ • ft • *i • ~ • 1» • Jt • SJ! • ~P • 
J~ · $ · 11 · ~ · [fff • 13, These 15 initials are to indicate the rimes of the IV 
div., when they have to meet with the rime characters of the initials ~IJ • 1W: • 
ii · m · f:!?i! • ~ • Ht · I¥ · ffi~ • ~~ • B, i. e. of the III di v. "30

) This remark seems 
to reflect the fact that the III div. of the init. categories, she-yin 't§-W, ch'ih-yin 
~TW, pan-she-yin *%if·, and pan-ch'ih-yin *fg1i~~ had something common in its 
nature with the IV div. of the initials, labials (~W), gutturals (7.fW), and 
laryngals (P-~1-.f). If so, the medial element of the III div. of the she-yin and 
the pan-she-yin was a palatal!, just like the III div. of the ch'ih-yin and pan-ch'ih-yin 
and the IV div. of labials, gutturals, and laryngals. 31 ) Besides, the rimes of the 
type a have hardly dental stops (r§-Wf~) in their initials. The character :Lfu of 

27) Cf. Analytic Dictionary of Chinese and Sino-Japanese, p. 25. 
28) Only, the character ~ has the fan-ch'ieh 1~JH~ll:p] in the Kuang-yun and in the T'ang

yun quoted by Hsti Hsilan in his commentary to the Shuo-wen. This fan-ch'ieh seems 
to be in disharmony between its upper and lower characters, but in reality it is not the 
original one, for the fan-ch'ieh having the palatal initial is considered to be original, as 
seen in Fragment No. 3 of the Ch'ieh-J!iln: ~~IW,Wz., in the Ten-rei-ban-sh.o-mei-gi *~ 
;i~.15fi: Zt:lx., in the Ta-kuang-i-hui-yu-p'ien :;f(I:liiit®-3£:i'm: idem, in the Chi-yun: 
ZA·l:p], and the like. 

29) There are, however, some instances where we find forms without a medial. 
3~ ,,.~~~~~P•S~:sii~~---~~~,~~Em~~w,e~~-M-~~~-~ 

3lrn~.:::.~, :siiW~R:9-" 
31) The method of "Kuang-t'ung-men-fa" is not an independent rule which governs all 

cases, but only one of additional rules, and what it intends is merely to indicate a 
general tendency. 
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the rime chih :¥ is the only case in common use. The Sino-Korean for the 
character is tsiP Generally speaking, the nature of the medial element of the 
she-shang-yin % J::'ff\ she-t'~u-yin %~i°fi, and pan-she-yin ~P"1S%t in the Chinese 
original is still to be investigated.hl 

So far I have discussed about the rimes of the type a. As the rimes of the 
type /3 show forms without a medial everywhere in Sino-Korean (except in Gr. 
keng ~), their medial element is supposed to have been a non-palatal 1 in the 
Chinese original. The rimes of the /3 type contain normally only the words of 
labial, guttural and laryngal initials, but rarely initials of the ch'ih-yin are found32l 
and in that case the initials are always cerebrals (II div.). This fact marvellously 
coincides with the fact that the rimes of the f3 type had the medial 1. 

Now let us pass on to the problem of the positions of Japanese lines a, ya 
and wa. No explanation is needed about the error committed by Karlgren who 
considered the initial of the III div. of the yu l!ff« as j (" yod "). This theory 
was caused from his prejudice that every initial of the III div. should be palatal, 
but this is contradictory to the real facts seen in modern Chinese dialects, Sino
Japanese, Sino-Korean and Sino-Annamese. I think that it is very unnatural 
to suppose that before the III div. of the yu a palatal consonant j . c·omes, as the 
medial was a non palatal l· If either the III div. or the IV di v. should have j, 
it must be no doubt the IV div. In fact, the IV div. of the yu is represented 
regularly by z in Sino-Annamese. And in Swatow also we find the following 
opposition: 1:s'r. ui, (the III div.): 'it· tl dzui (the IV div.); r · J8 • ITT u (the III 
div.): :iwk·ITrn<•ffr dzu (the I Vdiv.). Further, in the Chinese translations of the 
Buddhist te:xts the characters fo the IV div. of the yu are often used for the 
Sanscrit syllables beginning with j [d3], as in ~lfflff\(£ Rajagrha, KJJi~t.'A! for 

0 0 
Jambudvipa, ~f~§;, for Ajita etc. Therefore, at the head of the syllable 

0 

initial of the IV div. of the initial yu a palatal consonant like j is assumed to 
have existed. And, as the medial of the IV div. of the yu was probably a 
palatal i, as stated above, there is nothing unnatural to suppose that a palatal j 
comes immediately before the medial. 

In the Mannyogana in the period of Nara and the preceding stage the 
Chinese characters of the III div. of the init. ying and the yu are used for the 
kana of a line, when they are k' ai-k' au, and for the kana of the wa line, when 
they are ho-k'ou.33) On the other hand, the characters of the IV div. of the 
initials ying and yu are utilized for the kana of the ya line either in k' ai-k' au 
or in ho-k'ou. Therefore, insofar as the ancient readings of Chinese characters 

32) m~, f!L in the rime ~, '.':E. in the rime ~ and the rime iX, and ~ in the rime tl/I. 
33) We find in the ]zumojudoki tlJ'.~~±tc. an instance where j{:§ is used for representing 

sa-yo-fu -lj- 3 7 ; the character B belongs to the III div. of the init. ying, and the i of 
sa-i (:[,ji) is combined with o of a-Ju (s) into yo, and thus it is out of question. 
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reflected in the Mannyogana, the theory of Ota Zensai :l:::EB~:Zirf who held that 
the I, II and III divisions of the initials ying and yu are the positions for the 
lines a and wa, (the a line in case of k'ai-k'ou and the wa line in case of ho-k'ou), 
the IV div, is the fixed poition for the ya line.,34) is practically right. 

It is, however, worth noting that the law of Zensai can be applied only 
within the limits of the rimes of the a and (3 types. The law cannot be 
applicable to the rimes of the r type. Because the character ffl (the IV div. of 
the init. ying) in "l¥ffl ",35 ) a place name of the Shimomichigun TmW in 
Bitchu 1ir.:J:1 which appears in the Wamyosho liJi;&SV, is employed for transcribing 
the length of the vowel e of the syllable se and thus it should be the kana for 
the e of the a line. In this way there arises a doubt against the theory of 
Karlgren that th~ Ancient Chinese value of the character ffl' is ?iei. 

I think that the rimes of the type r had finals, such as -ei (;.nf), -en (5'c), 
-eu C:mU, -eng (-~), and -em 0*), in the period of the Ch'ieh-yun. The reason 
is that the upper characters of fan-ch'ieh for indicating the pronunciations of 
the characters of the rimes of r type in the Ch'ieh-yun are generally of the 
same kind for the initial characters of the rimes of the I div. and are kept 
apart from those of the rimes of the a and (3 types (rimes accompanied by a 
medial).36) The rimes of the type r, different from the rimes of the a type, 
cannot be in harmony with palatal initials like those of the III div. of the 
ch'ih-yin and pan-ch'ih-yin or of the IV div. of the yu. These conditions suggest 
us that they have something in common with the rimes of the I div. and thus 
they are possible to have had no medial i.37 l 

It is probable that at the end of the Sui dynasty or at the beginning of 
the T'ang dynasty the rimes of the r type changed into iei (zfl-), -ien (5'c), -ieu 
(J1R1f), -ieng (W), -iem U*) and thus became identical with the rimes of the IV 
div. of the a type, i. e. ~ · 11JJ • ~r • frr · ff. At the time when Hui-lin lived 
this merger was already perfected. Moreover, in fan-ch'ieh of the Ch'ieh-yiln 
the upper characters for the rimes of the r type are of the same kind as for 
those of the I div., while in the Hui-lin's 1-ch'ieh-king-yin-i there grew a 
tendency to differentiate the upper characters for the IV div. of the a type 
rimes and of the r type rimes into a single category and to distinguish them 
from those of the rimes of the I div. Now, in the course of the history 

34) Ota Zensai, Kango-onzu-setsu ~-!ffi-1:1r'INiJITTt• 
35) The word is explained as "'7"" in the commentary to the Wamyosho. 
36) Cf. Chapter I, p. 328. 
37) Dr. Seiken Oshima :;f(B%.JE1il! advocated already in earlier times the theory of non

medial nature of the IV div., but he did not distinguish the rimes of the a type from 
those of the r type. Maspero, based upon the comparison of Chinese and Thai, imagi
ned that the rimes ~ · ~ · m · g:tj): • J'i:: • Jlitf · 'pJ · f~ had not a medial i in Archaic Chinese. 
His view is coincident with mine insofaras the five rimes ~ • Jt: • ~1f · 'rf · f~ are concerned. 
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of phonology in China an attempt to classify all characters by rime into a 
certain numbers of categories and to give names to them existed in remote 
antiquity. But as to initials, even though a vague idea of classifying initials 
into "five sounds" :Jiifr derived from the school of siddham ~~ existed from a 
comparatively earlier period, the theory of concrete and clear classification is 
supposed to have begun at the end· of the T'ang dynasty. Prior to that time 
even if forms of classification were fixed in the tradition in the history of 
phonology, no fixed tradition of classification of initials (consequently of the upper 
characters) had not yet grown. Therefore, the difference in the use for the 
upper characters of fan-ch'ieh of the Ch'ieh-yun, on the one hand, and of the 
Yin-i by Hui-lin, on the other, must be considered to reflect a difference of the 
phonetic systems which offered the bases of the two books resl?ectively (directly 
or indirectly). The rimes of the r type show forms with a medial i either in 
the transcriptions of Chinese by Tibetan letters or in Sino-Korean based upon 
the K'ai-feng dialect of the 10th century. The Yun-king which is supposed- to 
have been dressed up at the end of the T'ang or in the period of Five Dynasties 
places a part of the rimes of the a type and the rimes of the r type in the 
columns of the IV div., whicli reflects the phonetic conditions after the deve
lopment of the rimes of the r type. 

Of course the facts stated above are not sufficient for the evidence of the 
non-medial nature of the r type rimes in the time of the Ch'ieh-yun. These 
facts can be explained to a certain degree by assuming, as Karlgren tried, "i 
vocalique" as a medial element. For this, however, the simultaneous existence 
of three kinds of i must be assumed. This is clearly unreasonable. It is far 
more reasonable to suppose that the rimes of the r type which had not a 
medial in the time of the Ch'ieh-yun came to develop a medial during the 
T'ang dynasty. When we consider in this way, the distinction made by Karlgren 
between "i vocalique" and"! consonantique" will be useless after all. In short, 
there were only two kinds of medial, namely a palatal i and a non-palatal [. 

The only drawback of this theory of mine is the fact that Sino-Japanese 
Go-on shows a medial in the rime ch'ing W (:i®, {f,,1&\), e. g. *~ (kiyau), W (siyau), 
if~ilt (tiyau), etc. But, even if the rime ch'ing had a medial element in a certain 
dialect, it cannot be, I suppose, a definite ground denying its non-medial nature 
in the Northern dialect in the period of the Sui dynasty. Actually, the remark 
in the Introduction to the Ch'ieh-yiln: "The rime hsien 5'c, ftilrurJ.lz, and the 
rime hsien, {~I, itl~.R, or the rime yu ]t and the rime hou ii are argued that 
they are of the same final." 38), suggests that the confusion of the rimes hsien 5t; 
and hsien {ili had begun already at the time prior to the Ch'ieh-yun in a 
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certain dialect. 

Among the rimes belonging exclusively to the IV div. only the rime yu lfil~ 
Ol~¼fJ) is a unique one. This rime contains implicitly from the rime table the 
ch'ih-t'ou-yin lm®!Wi:: and the hsi-cheng-ch'ih-yin *l]J::£"f1ff-W beside labials, gutturals, 
laryngals, and pan-she-yin. Moreover, the upper characters are of the same kind 
as in those of the a type or of the (3 type. Therefore, though it is treated as 
one of the rime belonging exclusively to the IV div. in the rime tables, in 
reality it is not a r type rime, but rather belongs to the type a. Karlgren 
considered it as a r type rime and reconstructed as -i;:m, so that he distinguished 
it from the rime ::t (;ffer~) -i:2u. If both of them are of the a type, what is 
the distinction? I cannot yet make this point clear, but when we examine the 
Hokekyo-tanji itlj!frff~Jlfl1:: · written in the 2nd year of Ho-en 1:~0f (1136 A. D.) 
and in the Hokekyo-onkun 1t1ff*~1lWII by Shin-ku ,L.,~ we find the final -eu, 
e. g. !fJ~ (eu), Y;/J (eu), ~ (meu), and distinguished from the final -yu (in the III 
div, -u, -yu, -iu). Thus, the difference between the rimes ::t and lfil~ is probably 
due to other elements than the medial. 

POSTCRIPT 

· The present paper is based on my article published in serials in the Reports 
of the Association of Phonetics ~?.i!~-t}:r'b·w-wl~ since 1937, with some corrections 
for this time. Chapter I was published in the issue No. 49 of the journal 
(December., 1937), Chapter II in No. 51 (March, 1938), and Chapter III in No. 
53 (July, 1938). At that time I heard from the editors that the expenses for my 
article were somewhat high and I was so sorry that I refrained from having 
an article published for some time, but as I could not leave it aside, I asked 
the editors to publish my article in No. 58 of the journal in July, 1939. Under 
such circumstances Chapter IV became disproportionately concise. Though I 
tried to amend the chapter at some points for this time, I could not do as I 
expected, for I have been sick in bed. Fortunately, Mr. Rokuro Kono's paper 
entitled, "A Characteristics of Sino-Korean," published in No. 3 of "Gengo
kenkyu" gi!1iffJG, in September, 1939, contains not a few merits and comple
ments each other with my article. As to the problem of medial, Mr. Lu Chih
wei's ~i~:l$ articles, "The 51 Initial Categories Demonstrated mNOJGi +~!f 
5fj," (Yen-king-hueh-pao ~~::$:*l~ No. 25) and "The Divisions III and IV and 
the So-called Yodicization -=:!2Y{f!f~Ffrl~Pif«1t" (ibid. No. 26) are sueful. 
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Translator's Notes 

a) This article is the translation of the late Dr. Arisaka's work entitled 
"Karlgren-shi no y6onsetsu o hy6su ". Dr. Arisaka was one of the most brilliant 
scholars in the field of the Japanese philology. His discovery of traces of "vowel 
harmony" in Archaic Japanese is well known. Majoring in the study in 
historical phonetics of Japanese, he extended his scientific activities to the 
phonetic history of Chinese and the results of his researches deserve our serious 
attention, though they are few in number. His works were collected and 
published in 1944 with the title of "Kokugo on'inshi no kenkyu" (Studies on 
the Phonetic History of Japanese). The collection was revised in 1957 with 
several additions. The contents of his collected papers are as follows: 

First Part (the works concerning the Japanese philology) 
A Kind of Vowel Alternation in Japanese 
On the Law of the Vowel Alternation 
On the Syllable mu of the Word kamukaze 
On the Concept of "Vowel Harmony" 
On the Use of the Letter ma in the Kojiki 
The Law of the Combination of Syllables in Archaic Japanese 
On the Manny6-gana zo 
Miscellaneous Remarks on the Mannyo-gana 
The Use of the Letter ko in the Shinsenjikyo 
The Initial Consonant s- in Archaic Japanese 
On the Syllables ti and tu in the Eastern Dialect in the Nara Period 
The Phonetic Conditions of Japanese in the Period of Kamakura, Reflected 

in the Fuky6 

On the Initial h- in the Middle of the Edo Period 
The Verses Used to Distinguish the T6-on from other Readings and the 

Verses Used to Recite the Names of the Chinese Rimes 
On the Spelling of the Word "Bashi" 

Second Part (the works concerning the Chinese phonology) 
The Chinese Dialects during the Sui Dynasty 
On the Sino-Korean 

A Critical Study on Karlgren's Medial i Theory 
On the Tendency of Weakening Labial. Element in the IVth Division of 

Labials, Gutturals and Laryngals 

The Study of Archaic Chinese and the Problem of Medial i 
Are not the Readings such as mei (EJf:!) or nei ($) Kan-on? 
On a Dialect of Shan-tung 
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fhird Part (the works concerning general linguistics) 
On the True Nature of the Phonological System 
On the True Nature of the Accent Pattern 
The Value of Examples of Alternation as Sources of Reconstruction 

Appendices 

73 

On the Origin of the Auxiliary Verb tamafu of the Lower 2 Grade Con-
jugation 

Studies on Words and Meanings of the Norito and the Semmy6 
On the Phrase iit-11~lvli~1:c:z{}Jj]ii!if,ill/:illi~ 
On the Phrase $ L ij£-"--- c: $ ~ < 
On the Word "shirazu" Meaning Impossibility 
On the Archaic Verb "miru" which Meant "to Turn" 
Miscellaneous Remarks on Archaic Words 

Additions to the Revised Edition 
Miscellaneous Remarks on the Manny6-gana 
The Values of ti and tu Reflected in the To-on 
On the Phonetic Comments to the Iroha in the Shu-shih-hui-yao °i= .5e.~1tf 
On the Chinese Tones Transmitted in the Shittanz6 ~Ai®l 
The Process of the Fall of the Ju-sheng Finals 
The Kan-on in the MSS. of the Meng-k'iu in the Possession of the Shosoin 
On the Archaic Conjugation of the Verb "wasuru" 
A Study on the Verb "shim" 
Miscellaneous Remarks on the Words and Meanings of the Mannyoshu 
On the Concept of " Root " 

On the Wamyoshu 11J:'.6~, an Old Dictionary 

b) Dr. Arisaka proposed a theory about the origin of Sino-Korean in his 
article, "Chosen kanjion ni tsuite" (On Sino-Korean), where he supposed that 
Sino-Korean was based upon Northern Chinese of K'ai-feng in the 10th century. 
His arguments are founded upon various evidences, among which not a few are 
very convincing. Especially some characteristics of Sino-Korean present clearly 
the features of Modern Chinese and seem to confirm his theory. Moreover, he 
drew the attention of readers to the cultural facts in Korea under the Koryo 
dynasty, when the Chinese influences over Korea were fairly remarkable. 
Nevertheless, I am not convinced by his theory. One of weak points in his 
theory is to regard the present Sino-Korean as representing a purely homogeneous 
system at a certain stage of the phonetic history of Chinese, without any element 
from other stages of the development mingled in it. In Japan the reading of 
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Chinese characters, naturally adapted to the Japanese phonetic structure, has 
been well preserved as a whole. For example, the Kan-on can be said to reflect 
the pronunciation of Ch 'ang-an at the T'ang period and kept apart from the 
older tradition, the Go-on. But the things are entirely different in Korea. In 
reality, we can easily discern several strata among the present Sino-Korean, 
which reflect different stages of Chinese phonetic history. Considering the facts, 
we can imagine that some characteristics are reflections of older phases, while 
some other are introductions at a comparatively recent period. Thus we can
not conclude the period of the original Chinese only from the present state 
of Sino-Korean, without taking the complexity of origin into consideration. But 
after I carried out a due stratification, I have found that the dominant stratum 
discernible in Sino-Korean seems to reflect the pronunciation of the T'ang period, 
because the system of the stratum presents remarkable coincidences with the 
system found in the Yin-i by Hui-lin. This result may confirm the historical 
facts that it was the period of the T'ang that _Korea had the most intimate 
intercourse with China and it was the time when the Chinese culture was 
firmly established in this peninsula. 

c) The theory that the Go-on was transmitted to Japan through the medium 
of Korea is a wide spread opinion, but not yet fully corroborated by proofs. 
Apparently the phonetic aspects of the Sino-Korean and the Go-on are in 
several points very similar to each other. For example, 5.ill S. K. kang, Go. go 
(ga-u), both of them show forms without a · medial. And the character ~ is 
read k~m in Sino-Korean, and kon in Go-on,-the value of the vowel o was 
something like 6 ( ;;i ?), which seems to suggest us a common origin. But in 
reality. this is not the case. The Go-on value reflects a more archaic stage of 
the rime jf;, while the Sino-Korean value is considered to correspond to Ancient 
Chinese form kJan. Thus the apparent coincidence is not to be explained as 
such. Anyway, the Go-on is certainly a reflection of Southern Chinese probably 
in the period of the Six Dynasties, whereas the Sino-Korean is the descendant 
of the T'ang Chinese in its dominant stratum. The fact that both of them 
show the same behaviour of the medial Y is to be explained by assuming that 
they traced independently back to the original Chinese which had the neutral 'i. 

d) The fan-ch'ieh of the 1-ch'ieh-king-yin-i by Hui-lin has a very peculiar 
characteristics. One can easily find a conspicuous tendency in them. Huang 
Ts'ui-po discovered that the characters of the IVth division are used in the 
upper characters of the fan-ch'ieh for the characters of the same division. But 
this fact is not only restricted to the characters of the IVth division, but all the 
fan-ch'ieh found in the Yin-i show a remarkable harmony between the upper 
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and lower characters of fan-ch'ieh. This tendency was first discovered by Chao 
YUan-jen and he called it as "medial harmony". The fact indicates clearly a 
progress in the ·method of fan-ch'ieh and what is more important is that the 
harmony can be used in reconstructing the T'ang Chinese, for the upper 
characters thus used indicate not only initial categories, but also principal vowels 
as well. Being the only material of the system representing the T'ang Chinese, 
this "medial harmony" may be fully utilized for the investigation of the system. 

e) It is very easy to find a discrepancy in the tables of the Yun-king as 
to the distribution of the Ancient medial i. As Dr. Arisaka pointed out, the 
medial 1 is found in the II division in case of cerebral initials and in the III 
division in case of a certain group of gutturals and labials. On the other hand, 
the medial i is located in the III division in case of palatals including the initial 
jih B, while in case of dental affricates and fricatives ($f~tf) the medial is in 
the IV division. How should we interpret this discrepancy? If the same 
difference of medial as in the Ch'ieh-yun was still maintained at the time when 
the Yun-king was compiled, such a discrepancy is absurd. It is, therefore, to 
be presumed· that the system on which the Yun-king was based presents a 
different aspect from that of the Ch'ieh-yun. In other words, insofar as the 
problem of medial i is concerned, an evolution had been made from the system 
of the Ch'ieh-yun to that of the Yun-king. According to Prof. Tom Mineya, 
in the time of the Yun-king the Ancient palatals were cerebralized so that the 
medial immediately after the palatals became somewhat neutralized and thus 
they came to be co-ordinated with a certain group of gutturals and labials in 
the III division. Anyway it must be strictly kept in mind that there was a 
fairly great change between the systems of the Ch'ieh-yun and of the Yun-king 
and therefore we must not confound them as representing the same system. 

f) See Arisaka's article, "The Study of Archaic Chinese and the Problem 
of Medial i," (Collected Papers, p. 365-368). 

g) The older orthography of the reading for the character j;~ is ti. 
h) The nature of the medial after dental stops is not clear,. but there is 

one remarkable fact. When we scrutiny the fan-ch'ieh of the Ch'ieh-yun, we 
are often confronted with cases where the distinction of the so-called "fan-ch'ieh 
doublets" are obscured, and in such a case we often find characters of dental 
initials used in the lower characters of fan-ch'ieh. This fact suggests us a weak 
supradental feature of the so-called "dentals ", which was considered to be 
neutral as to the nature of medial i. (Cf. my article, A Peculiarity of Sino
Korean, Gengo Kenkyu, Vol. 3, 1935.) 

Rokuro KONO 


